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READ ON AND DISCOVER SOME OF THE EXOTIC LOCATIONS, ICONIC WILDLIFE,
AND EXHILARATING ACTIVITIES OFFERED IN THE MOST OTHERWORLDLY AREAS
ON EARTH. FROM THE ARCTIC TO ANTARCTICA, POLAR BEARS TO PENGUINS, SKI
MOUNTAINEERING TO SCUBA DIVING UNDER THE ICEBERGS, EACH PAGE GIVES
YOU A GLIMPSE INTO AN UNPARALLELED ADVENTURE.

UP NORTH: THE ARCTIC
Arctic routes
Arctic wildlife
Size matters - We maximize your shore time,
you customize your ship time

LET’S GO
TAKING YOU THERE

PIONEERS OF SHIP-BASED EXPEDITIONS. INVENTORS OF BASECAMP ANTARCTICA.
ONE OF THE FIRST COMPANIES TO TAKE TRAVELERS TO THE ARCTIC ISLAND OF SPITSBERGEN.
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EXPLORING
IS WHY WE’RE HERE

OCEANWIDE EXPEDITIONS OPERATES ITS OWN FLEET OF ICE-STRENGTHENED VESSELS,
TAKING YOU DEEPER INTO THE HEART OF THE POLAR REGIONS THAN ANYONE ELSE.
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UP

NORTH
THE AR CTIC
THE MAGICAL NORTHERN LIGHTS, MAJESTIC ICE-FILLED FJORDS, THE RUGGED
HUNTING GROUND OF THE MIGHTY POLAR BEAR. FEW PLACES ON EARTH SPEAK OF
ADVENTURE LIKE THE ARCTIC, WHERE SOME OF HISTORY’S BRAVEST EXPLORERS TESTED
THEMSELVES AGAINST NATURE’S MOST DEMANDING ELEMENTS.
From Spitsbergen (Svalbard) to Greenland to the shores of Northern Norway,
we’ll take you into the most iconic Arctic locations on our search for their
most exotic species: humpback whales, bearded seals, Arctic foxes,
reindeer, kittiwakes, walruses, and so much more.
Join us into the farthest reaches of the far north,
where adventure is just a way of life.
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ARCTIC
WILDLIFE

JUST A FEW OF THE
ANIMALS YOU MIGHT
SEE ON YOUR ARCTIC
ADVENTURE.
Due to the Arctic’s vast terrestrial coverage, its
wildlife is among the most diverse of any region
on the planet. Even more so than Antarctica, the
Arctic boasts a cast of land mammals, marine
mammals, and bird life that will give you plenty
to marvel at – and photograph.

LAND MAMMALS

POLAR BEAR

02 | O c e a n w i d e E x p e d i t i o n s
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Arctic fox

Reindeer

Musk ox

Arctic hare

BIRD LIFE

MARINE MAMMALS

Kittiwake

Little auk

Puffin

Arctic tern

Fulmar

Snow bunting

Humpback whale

Orca (killer whale)

King eider

Pink-footed goose

Blue whale

Walrus

Ivory gull

Black guillemot

Ringed seal

Bearded seal

Arctic skua

Red-throated Diver
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EXPLORE
the farthest reaches
of the far north
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SIZE MATTER
We maximize your shore time,
you customize your ship time
T H E G RO W IN G C O N U N D R U M OF
EXP E D IT IO N C R U IS E S H IP S
THESE DAYS, MAKING THE DECISION TO BOOK A POLAR EXPEDITION CRUISE IS THE EASY PART.
THE LAST THREE DECADES HAVE WITNESSED SUCH A PROFUSION OF POLAR TRAVEL
COMPANIES, EXPANDED REGIONS OF OPERATION, AND MODERNIZED ACTIVITIES THAT IT’S
EASY TO UNDERSTAND WHY SOME ASPIRING PASSENGERS ARE QUICKLY OVERWHELMED.

For instance, should you go on an Arctic or
Antarctica cruise? If you go to the Arctic, is it
better to book a aurora borealis trip to Northern
Norway or a polar bear special to Svalbard or
maybe a Greenland tour of Earth’s largest fjord
system?
Or let’s say you choose Antarctica. Should
you opt for a Ross Sea helicopter voyage, an
Antarctic Peninsula trip, or maybe an activityheavy Basecamp adventure?
And don’t even get us started on the subAntarctic.
But despite all these choices, few are as vital
to your cruise experience as the vessel itself.
Large or small, motor- or sail-based, the vessel
is your voyage’s home base, its prime vehicle,
its central constant. Choose the wrong one and
it’ll dampen your whole experience.
So if you’re sure of the trip but not of the ship,
allow us to make your decision a little easier.
Large vessels = more passengers =
compromised landings
Just to be clear from the outset, we don’t
recommend any vessel that carries more than
200 passengers.
It’s our longstanding opinion that the point of
visiting the polar regions is to visit the polar

10 | O c e a n w i d e E x p e d i t i o n s
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OCEANWIDE EXPEDITIONS FLEET
COMPARED TO

TRADITIONAL CRUISE SHIPS

HONDIUS
170 passenger capacity

ORTELIUS
108 passenger capacity

PLANCIUS
108 passenger capacity

REMBRANDT VAN RIJN
33 passenger capacity

NOORDERLICHT
20 passenger capacity

TRADITIONAL CRUISE SHIP
5,479 passenger capacity

regions, not the inner or outer decks of a ship – no matter
how well-stocked its bar is.
And the larger ships just don’t cut it in this regard.
That’s because the bigger the ship is, the harder it is for all
the passengers to actually plant their feet in the terrain they
traveled so far to see. Larger ships mean more passengers,
and in the polar regions there are strict limitations as to the
number of people who can taxi to shore at any one time.
Larger ships also mean larger landing groups, which in
turn means more chatter, more snapping cameras, and
less serenity in which to enjoy the planet’s most serene
environments.Because if you wanted to be surrounded by
tourists, you’d have gone to Paris.
That said, we understand these aren’t deal breakers to
everyone, and that’s okay. Your holiday is your holiday.

w w w. o c e a n w i d e - e x p e d i t i o n s . c o m
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But most people interested in polar tourism
aren’t standard tourists, and they certainly aren’t
satisfied with simply watching glaciers roll by
from behind lounge windows. They want to get
to shore, see the wildlife, and feel the crunch of
the snow under their boots.

The virtues of sailing vessels (s/v)
Sailing vessels primarily operate in the Arctic,
as crossing the Drake Passage from South
America to Antarctica is too distant and
turbulent a voyage for most of them. This fact
in itself may help determine your choice of
whether to book an s/v or m/v cruise.
Our two sailing vessels, Noorderlicht and
Rembrandt van Rijn, are both historic schooners
that only operate in Northern Norway, Svalbard,
and in Rembrandt’s case, sometimes northeast
Greenland. They use a combination of sail and
motor power, employing their sails when the
wind is right and their engines the rest of the
time.

For this, you need to stick to ships with fewer
than 200 passengers. Our largest vessel,
Hondius, only carries 170, which not only
enables it to venture into waterways the larger
vessels can’t, but also to respond to weather
and wildlife opportunities with greater speed
and flexibility.
In other words, if someone spots a pod of
whales or colony of penguins or family of
polar bears, smaller ships can get you closer
to them while the larger ones are still turning
around.But even if we’ve managed to convince
you that smaller is better, there’s still another
decision to be made: motor vessel or sailing
vessel? And since this choice also determines
many of the places you visit, it’s every bit as
important.
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The voyages these ships make commonly
focus on whale watching and viewing the
northern lights (aurora borealis), with Northern
Norway being the most visited area. They still
make our standard twice-daily shore landings,
but s/v activities are slightly more limited:
Snowshoeing, hiking, and skiing are the most
popular.

Noorderlicht carries only 20 people in 10 cabins
and has a crew of five, while Rembrandt carries
33 people in 16 cabins and has 12 crew workers.
Both vessels are thoroughly renovated, yet they
still retain their traditional feel.
In fact, these ships are explicitly geared toward
giving passengers an authentic experience
of early polar exploration. Guests are even
welcome (and often encouraged) to help the
crew sail. The lounge areas are also small and
cozy, inviting you to make friends with the other
passengers.

And in terms of polar serenity, there’s nothing
quite like hearing only the wind and creak of the
masts as you glide through berg-studded Arctic
waters. Though motor vessels offer their own
advantages, a traditional sailing vessel truly
transports you into another time.
The advantages of motor vessels (m/v)
Limited only by pack ice and the Arctic
shores themselves, smaller motor vessels
give you the very best in modern expedition
cruising. They’re capable of making the
widest range of voyages in the Arctic,
Antarctica, and even the sub-Antarctic
islands of the Falklands and South Georgia.
The chief benefits of motor vessels are, of
course, strength and maneuverability.

Moreover, motor ships are capable of carrying
all the equipment necessary for greater outdoor
activities than any s/v. Mountaineering,
kayaking, photo workshops, camping, scuba
diving, and with Hondius, even onboard
interactive workshops are possible. These
supplements make fine additions to the usual
polar activities of shoreline walks and Zodiac
cruises.
Currently we have three small-scale motor
vessels in our fleet: Plancius, Ortelius, and our
newly built Hondius. The first two vessels will
carry only 108 passengers as of 2020, while
Hondius carries 170, as mentioned earlier.
Additionally, Hondius is the world’s firstregistered Polar Class 6 expedition cruise
ship, making it one of the most advanced
polar vessels on the seas.
It goes without saying that even small motor
vessels come with disadvantages: minor
engine noise, more crowds, and less of an
historic nautical atmosphere. But this doesn’t
mean your voyage will be lessened by
account, and indeed the pros far outweigh
the cons for both motor and sailing vessels.

Less reliant on the weather than sailing vessels,
m/v cruisers can sail most anywhere pack ice
isn’t present. They can also weather the less
serious storms, and in the worst case scenario,
simply divert to an alternative route.

After all, you’ll spend most of your time off the
ship anyway, immersed in priceless polar
adventures that will make you happy you opted
for a smaller ship, whether it’s an s/v or m/v.
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EXPERIENCE
THE BEAUTY
of untouched Arctic
terrain
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ANTAR CTIC A
COLOSSAL GLACIERS, PEAK-FRINGED BAYS,
COLONIES OF PENGUINS SO VAST YOU CAN’T TELL WHERE
EARTH ENDS AND THEY BEGIN. WHAT THE ARCTIC IS FOR THE NORTH,
ANTARCTICA IS FOR THE SOUTH – A SURREAL WILDERNESS
OF ICE, SEA, AND SNOW, WHERE THE DAUNTLESS SPIRIT OF DISCOVERY
LIVES ON IN ITS TITANIC, UNTAMED BEAUTY.
The Antarctic Peninsula, Ross and Weddell Seas, and the remote sub-Antarctic
islands of the Falklands, and South Georgia make up this extraordinary program. Just a few of the locals
you might see include blue whales, leopard seals, and more seabirds than you can count.
Come with us and explore the wildest jewel of the far Southern Hemisphere.

DOWN

SOUTH

ANTARCTIC ROUTES

Antarctic Peninsula

Here the opportunity for adventure is virtually inexhaustible, from the wildlife-rich
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PENGUIN S PEC IE S
F R OM ANTAR CTICA
TO THE FAL KL ANDS
THERE ARE 17 PENGUIN SPECIES ON THE
PLANET, BUT THE EIGHT MOST ICONIC RESIDE

The

GREAT
PENGUIN
SPECIES

of Antarctica

and the sub-Antarctic Islands
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IN ANTARCTICA, ITS NEARBY ISLANDS, AND
THE SUB-ANTARCTIC ARCHIPELAGOS OF
SOUTH GEORGIA AND THE FALKLANDS.
OF THESE EIGHT PENGUIN SPECIES, TWO LIVE
EXCLUSIVELY ON THE ANTARCTIC CONTINENT
(EMPEROR PENGUINS AND ADÉLIE PENGUINS),
THREE IN BOTH NORTHERN ANTARCTICA AND
THE SUB-ANTARCTIC ISLANDS (CHINSTRAPS,
MACARONIS, AND GENTOOS), AND THREE
EXCLUSIVELY IN THE SUB-ANTARCTIC (ROCKHOPPERS, MEGALLANICS, AND KINGS).
VARIOUS ANTARCTICA CRUISES GIVE YOU
THE CHANCE TO SEE THESE PENGUINS,
WHICH WE WILL DESCRIBE IN ALL THEIR
FLIGHTLESS YET FASCINATING DETAIL.

1

EMPEROR PENGUIN

(Antarctica only)
Of all the penguin species on the
planet, emperor penguins may be the most
emblematic.
It helps that they’re also the largest: Emperor
penguins grow up to 122 cm tall (48 inches)
and weigh 22 to 45 kg (49 to 99 pounds). They
live on crustaceans, squid, and fish, and are
usually found in the Ross Sea and Weddell
regions, especially Snow Hill Island. Forming
large colonies on the sea ice, emperor penguins
rarely head north to sub-Antarctic waters.
Emperors are the only penguins (or any bird
species) in the Antarctic that breeds during
the winter. Baby emperor penguin chicks are
born between the end of July and the middle
of August, but they’re unable to explore the sea
alone until January.

2

ADÉLIE PENGUIN

(Antarctica only)
The most widely distributed penguin
species in the world, Adélies are found on the
northerly Antarctic pack ice during the winter
and in the summer return to the continental
coastline and Antarctic islands.
There are an estimated 2.5 million breeding
pairs of Adélie penguins in Antarctica.
They weigh from 3.6 to 6.0 kg (7.9 to 13.2
pounds), grow between 46 to 71 cm (18 to
28 inches) tall, and their preferred diet is fish
and krill. Though Adélie penguins can dive to
175 meters (574 feet), they usually catch their
meals near the surface.

As adults, gentoos are the third largest penguin
behind emperors and kings, reaching 50 - 90
cm (19.7 - 35.4 inches) tall and weigh 4.5 - 8.5
kg (9.9 - 18.7 pounds). They feed on a diet of
squid, fish, and crustaceans.

Temperatures can plummet to -50 degrees
Celsius (-58 degrees Fahrenheit) and winds
reach speeds up to 200 kph (124 mph) during
the emperor breeding period.

Gentoo penguins live in large, gregarious breeding
colonies along the coastlines of the northern
Antarctic Peninsula, South Sandwich Islands,
South Shetlands, South Orkneys, and in the
sub-Antarctic Falklands and South Georgia. They
build nests on beaches and in grass tussocks
and are highly aggressive in defending their turf.

The female lays a single egg, then passes it
over to the male, who incubates it while she
heads to sea to feed. During a nine-week
period, the male fasts while keeping the egg
warm, losing up to 45 percent of his body
weight.
When the female comes back in August, it’s
the male’s turn to head out to sea and feed.
He often has to trek up to 100 km (62 miles)
over the ice to find food. Once fed, he returns
and helps the female rear the chick. And when
the sea ice starts to break up in December and
January, the emperor penguin family heads
out to sea. Scientists think the adults take the
chick to sea when food is plentiful so that it
can learn to be independent.
Emperor penguins dive deeper and longer than
any bird, reaching over 200 meters (700 feet)
and staying underwater for up to 18 minutes.
And while they have a high survival rate, they’re
also the least common penguin: Only around
220,000 breeding pairs are alive today.
They live about 15-20 years in the wild.

3

GENTOO PENGUIN

(Antarctica and sub-Antarctic)
There are estimated to be about
300,000 breeding pairs of gentoo penguins in
the Antarctic region, putting them second only to
emperor penguins in terms of population scarcity.

Adélie penguins live in tightly-packed breeding
colonies that number in the thousands, giving
birth to chicks during the Southern Hemisphere
summer, usually in December.
Their breeding season is one of the shortest
of all the penguin species, and courtship is
similarly brief, with a lot of flipper-waving
and calls. The Adélie female lays two eggs in
mid-November, and both parents take care of
them before they hatch.
Two to three weeks after the chicks hatch, the
young Adélie penguins join a crèche, or nursery,
before heading out to sea by February.
During the crèche stage, Adélie chicks are
extremely vulnerable, and only about two-thirds
survive. Once out to sea, however, the young
Adélies are relatively safe and enjoy a typical
lifespan of about 11-20 years.

Gentoos use stones to form their nests,
and males often give stones to females as
courtship gifts. They’ll also attract females by
“trumpeting” skyward, and if a female gentoo
chooses a mate, both sexes point their bills at
the nest the female has built.
Egg-laying can occur as early as June but in
colder areas is delayed until December. Gentoo
penguins are monogamous and have up to
three breeding seasons, but generally they find
new partners after that.
Female gentoo penguins lay two eggs,
switching incubation duties with males daily.
After hatching about 35 days later, it takes
another month for gentoo penguin chicks to
fledge, at which point they’re able to venture
out to the sea. Unlike other penguins, gentoo
chicks fledge prior to becoming independent.
Gentoo penguins live about 15-20 years and are
one of the fastest-swimming birds, reaching
speeds up to 36 kph (22 mph).
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4

CHINSTRAP PENGUIN

(Antarctica and sub-Antarctic)
With roughly seven million pairs of
chinstrap penguins in the world, it’s not surprising
when one of these penguins is spotted from an
expedition ship.
Adult chinstrap penguins are one of the most
abundant penguins in the world, with an
average height of 68 to 76 cm (27 to 30 inches)
and weight between 3.2 to 5.3 kg (7.1 to 11.7
pounds).
They live on a diet of fish and krill, and
typically have two chicks per mating season,
born between late February and early March.

5

MACARONI PENGUIN

(Antarctica and sub-Antarctic)
These island-dwelling crested
penguins have an estimated population of 12
million pairs. Adult macaroni penguins and
chinstrap penguins are virtually identical in
terms of height and weight, growing to around
70 cm (28 inches) and 5.5 kg (12 pounds), with
a main diet of fish, krill, and squid.
Macaroni penguins are found close to the
Antarctic Convergence, breeding in the
Falklands, South Georgia, South Sandwich,
and South Orkney Islands. They form huge
colonies that can number in the hundreds
of thousands and are located on hillsides as
well as rocky cliffs.

Chinstrap penguins are near-shore feeders,
usually foraging among pack ice. And because
they feed by pursuit, they have short dive times
of less than a minute and seldom dive to depths
of more than 60 meters (200 feet). Most of their
dives are less than 45 m (150 feet).
When in water chinstrap penguins reach
speeds of about 30 kph (18 mph), and on land
they slide around the ice on their stomachs
with their feet and flippers propelling them.
Chinstrap penguins live for about 20 years and
breed in large colonies, even at times living on
icebergs floating in the open ocean. They are
also an aggressive species, often getting into
fights with other penguins.
In South Georgia, macaroni penguins arrive to
breed in late October and lay their eggs two
weeks later. Females lay two eggs, the first
much smaller than the second, and the smaller
egg rarely hatches.
Both parents share incubating duties, but it
comes at a great energy expense: Adult
macaronis lose up to half their body weight in
the process.The young macaroni chick fledges
for two months after hatching, with just one
parent staying at home to look after it. This
focus on raising one chick means that the
macaroni penguin population doesn’t have the
boom-bust population cycle like some other
penguin species.
Macaroni chicks grow enough within 10 weeks
to leave their parents behind and integrate into
the adult penguin population. They live about
15 years in the wild.
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ROCKHOPPER PENGUIN

(Antarctica and sub-Antarctic)
Because there’s contention as to
what distinguishes a rockhopper penguin,
the species has been divided into three fairly
distinct subspecies by reproductive behavior
and breeding location: northern, southern, and
eastern rockhopper penguin.
We most often see rockhopper penguins in the
Falkland Islands.
Rockhoppers are one of the smallest penguin
species, and the smallest of the crested
penguins, with an average height of 50 cm
(19.7 inches) and weight of 2.5 kg (5.5 pounds).
They usually stick to shallow water but can
dive up to 100 meters (330 feet) in pursuit of
prey, which consists mostly of fish, krill, and
small crustaceans.
Rockhopper penguins get their name from their
preferred habitat of rocky, windswept shorelines
on the islands north of Antarctica.
During their annual breeding times, rockhoppers
gather in chatty colonies that often number
in the hundreds of thousands. They construct
burrows in tall tussock grasses near shore,
returning each year to the same breeding site,
nest, and sometimes, the same mate.

7

MAGELLANIC PENGUIN

8

KING PENGUIN

(sub-Antarctic)
These penguins are named after the
famous explorer Ferdinand Magellan, and are
closely related to Galápagos penguins, Humboldt
penguins, and African penguins.

(sub-Antarctic only)
King penguins are the second-largest
penguin species after emperors: Once they
reach full maturity, they weigh about 16 kg
(35 pounds) and stand 94 cm (37 inches) tall.

Magellanic penguins stand between 60 to 75
cm (23.6 to 29.5) tall and weigh around 2.5 to
6.5 kg (5.5 to 14.3 pounds). They tend to be
shy around humans, running for cover in their
nesting burrows if people are near. And if it
gets too hot, they will shed beak feathers, pant,
and stretch their flippers to catch a breeze and
release excess heat.

The estimated 2.2 million breeding pairs of king
penguins dine on squid and fish, and live along the
coastlines of the sub-Antarctic islands. They are
the most marine of all penguins - and indeed all
birds, spending more time at sea than any other.

Magellanic penguins are primarily found
around the Falkland Islands and South
America, where they are numerous, but scant
vagrant populations have been recorded in
South Georgia and the South Shetlands.
The Falklands population, in fact, is over
100,000 breeding pairs, but this is small
compared to South America, where Magellanic
penguins number around 900,000 breeding
pairs in Argentina and 800,000 pairs in Chile.
Magellanics like islands with dense vegetation
and deep layers of soil for burrowing, which
offers protection from aerial predators.

Habitat loss, human disturbance, and starvation
due to commercial fishing has led to a nearly
30% decline in rockhopper penguin population
over the last 30 years, putting the most recent
population estimate at 1.5 million breeding pairs.

Opportunistic feeders, Magellanics take equal
proportions of fish, squid, and crustaceans.
While out to sea, they usually forage at depths
of less than 50 meters (165 feet), but may at
times dive up to 100 meters (330 feet).

Rockhopper penguins live to be about 10 years
old in the wild.

Magellanic penguins are comparably longliving, reaching around 25 years in the wild.

King penguins can dive to depths of more than
300 meters (985 feet) to pursue prey, staying
underwater for up to nine minutes.
They are highly social birds that gather in
massive colonies (like the St. Andrews Bay
rookery of over 150,000 members) to breed.
King penguins have an unusual breeding
timeframe that lasts approximately 14 months
from courtship to the fledging of the chick.
Not natural nest builders, king penguins instead
lay one green-white egg that they incubate on
their webbed feet and below a fold of skin.
King penguins are known by scientists to have
mid-afternoon naps, sleeping more deeply after
lunch than during the morning. They live to be
about 25 years old in the wild.
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ANTARCTICA’S
endless ice
wilderness
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OUR

ZODIAC & SHORE PROGRAM

HIKING

included in the trip fare and offered to all passengers on all voyages.

feet. This supplemental activity provides you a pair of rubber boots for easy,

Our emphasis is always wildlife viewing, shore landings, and outdoor activities,

moderate, and demanding hikes in the vicinity of our landing sites.

Guided shore excursions, walks, wildlife spotting, and Zodiac cruises are

Nothing gets you closer to the polar terrain than discovering it on your own two

all of which we facilitate through the use of our Zodiacs.

CAMPING

KAYAKING

polar stars for a unique expedition experience. Special equipment is provided.

transportation. Special kayak gear is provided, including single- and double-seat

The camping group is taken to shore after dinner and returned to the ship

kayaks, neoprene wet suits, and life vests. A kayak guide supervises the activity,

before breakfast.

which is only offered on select voyages, and all kayakers are accompanied by a

In Antarctica we offer open-air camping, a rare opportunity to sleep under the

Our kayaking supplement lets you enjoy one of the most peaceful forms of polar

Zodiac for additional safety.

PHOTO WORKSHOP

MOUNTAINEERING

by an onboard photographer. Participants learn about objects, exposures,

the leadership of a certified mountain guide. Physical fitness and proper boots

composition, and basic photography rules both on the ship and off.

are essential, though we provide basic gear: ropes, carabiners, harnesses,

Some voyages offer photo workshops for multiple experience levels led

For those eager to enjoy the summits, we offer polar mountaineering under

helmets, ice axes, and crampons.

SNOWSHOEING

POLAR DIVING

a grueling slog and an enjoyable polar outing. We can explore a variety of areas

chance to explore beneath the polar waves. This activity is for advanced divers with

close to the landing sites on our snowshoes, which fit all boot sizes and are

sufficient cold-water, dry-suit experience. Dive leaders and guides are responsible for

available for everyone free of charge.

your safety during operation. Basic equipment is available on board (scuba tanks, com-

When the snow is too deep for boots, snowshoes mean the difference between

As the first company to offer Antarctic SCUBA diving, we’re proud to give you the

pressors, weights, and other essentials), but divers must bring their own optional gear.

SKI MOUNTAINEERING

HELICOPTER FLIGHTS

breathtaking polar scenery, some of which we encounter in steep and glaciated

inaccessible by any other means. Take flight above the vast icepack of the

terrain. Though potentially hazardous, our ascents and descents are always led by

Weddell or Ross Sea, visit rarely seen penguin colonies, and enjoy a bird’s-eye-

certified mountain guides.

view of the incomparable Antarctic terrain.

This exhilarating activity allows experienced skiers to climb and ski in absolutely

On specific Ortelius voyages, our two helicopters allow you to set foot in areas

POLAR FLEET
VESSELS, ZODIACS, AND HELICOPTERS

OUR FLEET IS OUR PRIDE AND JOY, MADE UP OF ICE-STRENGTHENED

On top of being some of the most structurally fortified and

VESSELS FULLY OUTFITTED FOR BRINGING YOU SAFELY AND SWIFTLY

technologically advanced ships on the polar seas, our vessels

TO THE MOST INCREDIBLE LANDING SITES IN THE POLAR REGIONS.

allow you to kick back and enjoy what you really came to

THOUGH NOT INTENDED TO BE LUXURY VESSELS, THESE VESSELS

experience: the wondrous beauty of the polar wilderness and

ARE COZY AND COMFORTABLE AND FULLY STOCKED WITH THE FINEST

the wildlife that calls it home.

CUISINE POSSIBLE IN THE ARCTIC AND ANTARCTICA.

M/V PLANCIUS

Registered: The Netherlands
Length: 89 meters
Breadth: 14.5 meters
Draft: 5 meters
Ice class: 1D
Displacement: 3,211 tons

Observation lounge Hondius & Janssonius

M/V ORTELIUS

Propulsion: 3x Diesel-Electric
Average cruising speed: 10,5 knots
Passengers: 108 in 52 cabins
Crew, guides, doctor: 37 / 8 / 1
Completely rebuilt in 2009

Registered: The Netherlands
Length: 90.95 meters
Breadth: 17.20 meters
Draft: 5.4 meters
Ice class: UL1 (equivalent to 1A)
Displacement: 4,090 tons

Propulsion: 6 ZL 40/48 SULZER
Average cruising speed: 10,5 knots
Passengers: 108 in 52 cabins
Crew, guides, doctor: 41 / 8 / 1
Various decks refurbished 20122015

C
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SH 021
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M/V HONDIUS

Registered: The Netherlands
Length: 107.6 meters
Breadth: 17.6 meters
Draft: 5.3 meters
Ice class: Polar Class 6
(equivalent 1A-Super)
Displacement: 5,590 tons

M/V JANSSONIUS

Propulsion: 2 x ABC main engines;
total 4,200 kW
Design operation speed: 15 knots
Passengers: 170 in 80 cabins
Staff & crew: 72
New build 2019

Registered: The Netherlands
Length: 107.6 meters
Breadth: 17.6 meters
Draft: 5.3 meters
Ice class: Polar Class 6
(equivalent 1A-Super)
Displacement: 5,590 tons

Propulsion: 2 x ABC main engines;
total 4,200 kW
Design operation speed: 15 knots
Passengers: 170 in 80 cabins
Staff & crew: 72
New build 2021

S/V REMBRANDT VAN RIJN

S/V NOORDERLICHT

Registered: Vanuatu
Length: 49.50 meters
Breadth: 6.65 meters
Draft: 2.8 meters
Ice class: Enforced bow
Displacement: 435 tons

Registered: The Netherlands
Length: 46 meters
Breadth: 6.5 meters
Draft: 3.2 meters
Ice class: Strengthened bow
Displacement: 300 tons

Propulsion: 2 Cummins / 550 KW
Average cruising speed: 6,5 knots
Passengers: 33 in 16 cabins
Crew, guides: 10 / 2
Completely refurbished in 2011

Propulsion: 360 hp diesel
Average cruising speed: 6 knots
Passengers: 20 in 10 cabins
Crew, guides: 4 / 1
Rerigged and refitted in 1991
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Keep It

GREEN

OUR COMMITMENT TO SUSTAINABLE POLAR TRAVEL

H E ALT HY POL AR REG IONS =
H APP Y P OL AR PAS S EN G E RS
It doesn’t make much sense for expedition travel if every time we visit the polar
regions we leave them worse than we found them. And that’s just considering
things from a purely human perspective, which we don’t.
The polar bears, penguins, whales, seabirds, and other animals that depend on these
regions surely have much more to say on this issue – and with a lot more expletives.
Taking their health and happiness into account, we at Oceanwide strive to implement
the most environmentally friendly mode of travel we can, ensuring those who cruise
with us that they’re enjoying the polar terrain in the kindest way possible.
Here are a few ways we do this.

Reusable water bottles
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It starts with the ships
More even than the expedition groups hiking the
icy shorelines or kayaking the berg-bejeweled
bays, it’s the vessels visiting the polar regions
that leave the largest footprint.
This is not just due to their size, but also their
numbers: In the 2017-18 season, there were
almost 60,000 tourists who visited
Antarctica alone, and most
of them got there by ship.
Indeed, that’s usually the
only way to get to these
remote locations.
So if the ships
aren’t green,
neither is
the environment.
Oceanwide
seeks to mitigate
this impact by offering
two traditional sailing
vessels carrying 20 - 33
passengers. And our upcoming motor vessel, Janssonius, is
being designed from the ground up to
employ only the latest green technology,
just like our recently launched Hondius. Using
LED lighting, steam heat, biodegradable paints
and lubricants, and flexible power management
systems that keep fuel consumption and CO2
levels low, Janssonius will match Hondius in
being one of the world’s most environmentally
friendly ships.
Additionally, next year we’re installing two new
engines in our vessel Ortelius. These lowemission engines, like those in our other
motorized vessels, comply with all the latest
legislation.We are also phasing out single-use
plastics aboard our ships, opting instead

for reusable water bottles included in each
berth. Passengers can fill these bottles with
desalinated water taken directly from the sea,
further minimizing impact on the planet.
Cleaning polar beaches (and preventing
contamination)
On top of making sure the ships are creating
less pollution, it’s just as important to remove
the pollution that’s already in the environment.

Assisting polar climate research
Other long-term sustainability solutions lie in
advancing our understanding of climate change,
what its effects are, and how we can curtail (or
possibly even reverse) its devastating impact.
Scientists in the polar regions, an area that
represents the front line of climate change, are
working hard to accomplish this by studying
ice cores, weather fluctuations, and CO2
concentrations.
We host many of these researchers
aboard our vessels and also hire some of
them as lecturer-guides. This enables these
scientists to share their findings with our
polar passengers, who typically make for
a highly receptive audience.

The bulk of Arctic waste washes to the
shoreline, polluting feeding grounds. But in
2018, members of the Associated of Arctic
Expedition Cruise Operators (AECO), of which
Oceanwide is a part, led 128 beach cleanups
that eliminated over 40 tons of refuse.

Moreover, we sometimes deliver scientific
equipment. We’ve been helping position ARGO
floats, for instance, since 2012. These floats
measure water temperature, salinity, and
pressure, all vital attributes for understanding
how climate change impacts the oceans.

These cleaning groups are composed mostly of
tourists who volunteer their services during their
cruise holidays, helping preserve an environment
they’ve grown to love.
Not only that, Oceanwide assists in the documentation
and analysis of Arctic
litter: We’re currently
helping scientists
like Wouter Jan
Strietman
monitor
plastics
and microplastics as
part of his Arctic
Litter Project with
Wageningen University
& Research.
As most Arctic plastics come
from fisheries, part of this project
is meant to instruct these large-scale
sources of litter in better practices that will
prevent future pollution.
To further prevent harm to the polar ecosystem,
Oceanwide also works with scientists studying
non-native species in the Arctic: Martine Van
den Heuvel-Greve, for example, is on our vessel
Plancius studying invasive marine species in
the Arctic.

The polar regions: to see or not to see
The risk-to-reward ratio of expedition travel
boils down to a familiar conundrum:
On one hand, if nobody experiences these
beautiful environments, how passionate are they
likely to be about preserving them? On the other,
it may be impossible to eliminate the impact
of travel altogether, no matter how green your
technology or strict your regulations.
This predicament’s obvious answer, and
probably its most realistic, is that we continue
zeroing in on that ever-elusive balance between
exposure and conservation.
To do this, we have to keep green-tuning
our technology to the same extent that we
continue advancing our understanding of the
vulnerable polar ecosystem.
Our end goal should be an expedition industry
that protects the polar regions as much as it
reveals their transformative beauty to the world.
Because while these areas are too good not to
share, they’re also too precious (to us least of
all) not to protect.

As for our own practices, our guests must
always clean their boots in solution when
leaving or entering the vessels. Plastic, after
all, is not the only polar contaminant.
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LET’S GO EXPLORING!
W W W. O C E A N W I D E - E X P E D I T I O N S . C O M
CONTACT & BOOKING INFORMATION
Oceanwide Expeditions | Head Office
Visserijkade 5 • 4382 ZA Vlissingen • The Netherlands
T +31 (0) 118 410 410 F +31 (0) 118 410 417
E info@oceanwide-expeditions.com

Oceanwide Expeditions | USA & Canada Office
14950 Heathrow Forest Parkway, Suite 560 • Houston, TX 77032 • USA
T +1 800 453 7245 or +1 281 741 2372 F +1 281 749 8220
E usa@oceanwide-expeditions.com

